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Heat Reflective Paint
www.thermatek.co.in

Application Instructions

Contents:
Thermatek paint (dry) 5 kgs.
Binder (bottled). 1 Kg (20% in weight of the dry paint)

Application Method:
Clean the surface of the roof with water and scrub. If the accumulated dirt and algae is very hard then use hard
wire brush till the surface is clean.
Take 7.5 liters of clean fresh water in a bucket. Pour binder in the bucket of water and mix thoroughly.
Slowly add the dry paint powder and stir while adding. The paint powder is very fine. Hence ensure that blobs
are not formed while mixing. It may take more time to homogenize the mixture.
Do not pour binder on dry powder. Add binder to the water first or after the powder is mixed in the water.
Wash the bottle of binder with the water required for mixing the paint in order to recover all the binder in the
bottle.
Use within 30 minutes after the binder is mixed with water.
Apply with brush on wet surface. Ensure that the surface of the roof is completely covered and no bare patches
are visible after the application.
Do not add more water while applying the paint. Keep stirring the paint mixture and see that the powder does
not settle to bottom of the bucket.
One coat of paint is sufficient however excess addition of water may require more coats. For terrace slabs apply
at least three coats. The terrace usually has foot traffic causing wear to the coated surface.
Allow the paint to dry naturally and see if there are any bare patches or thin coat. Repaint the bare or thin
surfaces.
No curing is required after application.
For application by spray the addition of water will be to the extent of making the paint sprayable and excess
water may be necessary. In case of excess addition of water then more than one coat may be required.
Spraying equipment used for applying lime paint can be used for Thermatek paint application.
Addition of water may vary as per the requirement of the surface and the painter's skill.

Coverage:
5 kg paint is sufficient to cover 120 sq.ft of area. The coverage varies as per the smoothness of the surface.

Manufacturer:
ISHAAN INDUSTRIES, Tiles & Pottery Works Compound, Gandevi Rd, Bilimora- 396 380, Dist Navsari, Gujarat.

Liaison Providers for Southern India & Distributors for Chennai:
ALA INC, Chennai, Contact Person: A.C. RAVI RANGASWAMI, Mobile: 99620 27654 / 93810 27654.

